A crossbar network for silicon quantum dot qubits
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The spin states of single electrons in gate-defined quantum dots satisfy crucial requirements for a practical quantum computer. These include extremely long coherence times, high-fidelity quantum operation, and the ability to shuttle electrons as a mechanism for on-chip flying qubits. To increase the number of qubits to the thousands or millions of qubits needed for practical quantum information, we present an architecture based on shared control and a scalable number of lines. Crucially, the control lines define the qubit grid, such that no local components are required. Our design enables qubit coupling beyond nearest neighbors, providing prospects for nonplanar quantum error correction protocols. Fabrication is based on a three-layer design to define qubit and tunnel barrier gates. We show that a double stripline on top of the structure can drive high-fidelity single-qubit rotations. Self-aligned inhomogeneous magnetic fields induced by direct currents through superconducting gates enable qubit addressability and readout. Qubit coupling is based on the exchange interaction, and we show that parallel two-qubit gates can be performed at the detuning-insensitive point. While the architecture requires a high level of uniformity in the materials and critical dimensions to enable shared control, it stands out for its simplicity and provides prospects for large-scale quantum computation in the near future.

INTRODUCTION

The widespread interest in quantum computing has motivated the development of conceptual architectures across a range of disciplines (1–5). Remarkable differences between the various approaches become apparent when considering the physical size of the qubit. A recent proposal for a microwave-trapped ion quantum computer hosting 2 billion qubits puts the required area to an astonishing size of more than 100 m × 100 m (5). The same number of superconducting qubits is estimated to require an area of 5 m × 5 m (2). Qubits defined by the spin states of semiconductor quantum dots, on the other hand, could fit in an area of less than 5 mm × 5 mm. Small components can provide essential benefits in terms of scalability, and effort to demonstrate the physical operation has already culminated in the realization of high-fidelity single-qubit rotations, two-qubit logic gates, small quantum algorithms, and simple quantum error correction schemes (6–10). However, as current qubit technology requires control lines for every qubit, a key challenge is to avoid an interconnect bottleneck for full control over a large qubit grid (11).

Conventional processors can have more than 2 billion transistors on a 21.5 × 32.5–mm² die (12). Such a high packaging density crucially relies on a limited number of input–output connections (IOs). Transistor-to-IO ratios can be as high as 10⁸ (11) because of an integration of the so-called crossbar technology. Combinations of row lines (RLs) and column lines (CLs) enable the identification of unique points on a grid structure, providing a mechanism for large-scale parallel and rapid read/write instructions. In decades of advancements in semiconductor technology, this concept has resulted in today’s most powerful supercomputers. Recently, the idea to implement similar shared control schemes for quantum systems has been introduced for donor-based systems (3) and later proposed for quantum dot spins (4, 11). In the work by Hill et al. (3), qubits are defined on the nuclear spin states of phosphorus donors in silicon, and a scheme is introduced where electrons can be shuttled to and from the donor using shared control. The change in charge occupation after shuttling shifts the resonance frequency of the nuclear spin qubit and thus provides qubit addressability. In the work by Veldhorst et al. (4), floating gates addressed via transistor circuits connected to a crossbar array control quantum dot qubits. This stimulated early proof-of-principle operations, such as local transistor-controlled charge detection (13), but requires extensive developments in downsizing and developing new devices such as vertical transistors. Thus, while both proposals offer the prospect of a significant reduction in the number of connections to external control logic, they also rely on feature sizes and integration schemes that are not compatible with today’s industry standards and are far beyond current experimental capabilities.

Here, we propose a crossbar scheme for a two-dimensional (2D) array of quantum dots that can operate a large number of qubits with high fidelity. The structure is simple and elegant in design and does not require extremely small feature sizes, but instead relies on a high level of uniformity. Specifically, we require that a single voltage applied to a common gate can bring individual dots to the single-electron occupancy. In addition, depending on the operation mode, we require that the variation of tunnel coupling between quantum dots can be engineered to be within one order of magnitude. Continuous progress in fabrication has already led to individual double-dot systems with this level of charge uniformity (14, 15). We envisage that metrics, such as variation in threshold voltage, charging energy, and tunnel coupling, will need to improve by approximately an order of magnitude to use common gates in large quantum dot grids, and a promising platform to achieve this is advanced semiconductor manufacturing. Building upon these arrays, we introduce a spin qubit module that combines global charge control, local tunability, and electron shuttling between dots with alternating local magnetic fields and global electron spin resonance (ESR) control. Truly large-scale quantum computing can be achieved by connecting multiple of these qubit modules. We will conclude by providing an overview of the challenges and opportunities for quantum algorithms and quantum error correction on the crossbar spin qubit network.
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**RESULTS**

**Crossbar network layout**

Figure 1 schematically shows the gate layout of the qubit module containing a 2D quantum dot array. The qubits are based on the spin states of single electrons that are induced by electric gates in isotopically purified silicon (28Si) quantum dots, reducing decoherence due to nuclear spin noise (7). The architecture is agnostic to the integration scheme, and the quantum dots can be located at a Si/SiO2 interface (7), where the abrupt change in band structure can cause a large valley splitting energy, leading to well-isolated qubit states. Alternatively, the quantum dots can be formed in a Si/SiGe quantum well stack (6), where the epitaxial nature of the SiGe interface may be beneficial to meet the required uniformity for global operation as considered in the architecture here.

The architecture consists of a crossbar gate structure of three in-plane layers (see Fig. 1, A and B, and superconducting striplines on top). The striplines deliver global radio frequency (RF) pulses to manipulate the spin state, as will be discussed below. The first layer hosts the CLs, which supply voltages to the horizontal barrier gates. The CLs also carry direct currents (DC) for the generation of the magnetic field pattern (see also Fig. 2, C and D). These gates are deposited as the first layer to accommodate a well-defined cross section and are made of superconducting material. The subsequent RLs are isolated from the first layer of gates and supply the voltages to the vertical barrier gates. The plunger gates are formed through vias that connect to the qubit lines (QLs). This gating scheme does not require smaller manufacturing elements than the quantum dots and the interdot tunnel barriers. Here, we consider barrier and plunger gate widths of 30 and 40 nm, respectively, and quantum dot pitch spacing of 100 nm. These numbers enable more than 1000 qubits to fit in an area smaller than $5 \mu m \times 5 \mu m$ (note that, in our architecture, half of the quantum dots host a qubit, increasing the area by a factor of 2). These dimensions are compatible with advanced semiconductor manufacturing and multiple patterning (16).

Figure 1B shows a conceptual image of a qubit module. In the idle state, each qubit has four empty neighboring dots. This is achieved by setting the bias voltages applied to the diagonal qubit gates, alternating between accumulation and depletion modes. This sparse occupation has several advantages: It increases the number of control gates per qubit without changing the physical gating density, the sparsely spaced qubits reduce crosstalk, and the empty sites will enable the shuttling of qubits between different sites. The gate pattern allows for selective addressing of qubits with the combined operation of the different gate layers, as discussed below. For $N$ qubits occupying a square dot array, the combined control reduces the total number of gate lines to $N_{\text{total wires}} \approx 4(2N) + 1$. The analog control signals can be fed through the qubit network at the periphery, and no additional control elements are needed within the grid. This allows for a dense packing of the quantum dots.

Since each gate is shared by a line of quantum dots, a high level of uniformity across the whole structure is required. These requirements can, however, be relaxed significantly when aiming for a parallel qubit operation in a line-by-line manner. Here, the long coherence times of silicon qubits become crucial (7). We require that the tunnel coupling $t_0$ be globally controlled to below 10 Hz in the off state and in the range of 10 to 100 GHz in the on state, depending on the operation mode. The lower bound is set by the error threshold due to unwanted shuttling during a quantum algorithm. We note that, while our architecture does not pose a theoretical upper bound to $t_0$, as arbitrarily large detuning energy $\epsilon$ could be applied to the empty dots to suppress unwanted processes, very large $t_0$ will require impractically large voltages on the gates. Similarly, variations in the chemical potential energy $\Delta \mu$ could be overcome by applying an even larger detuning energy $\epsilon$, together by exploiting the regime where the tunnel barriers can be pulsed on and off. However, we require $\Delta \mu < E_C$, where $E_C$ is the charging energy. This significantly reduces overhead in correcting pulses and pulsing amplitude and increases operation speed (see section S1 for details on uniformity and bounds).

Another challenge is to overcome crosstalk, such that physical parameters as $\epsilon$ and $t_0$ can be controlled individually (15). Here, the highly repeatable nature and the presence of only straight lines in our architecture are strongly favorable. Compensating the crosstalk of an individual line by tuning the associated neighbor lines provides a highly symmetric approach. In the following discussion, we assume the presence of such compensation but refer to the main lines only.

**Magnetic field layout and ESR**

Single-qubit rotations are performed using global ESR striplines (see Fig. 2A) providing in-plane RF magnetic fields (7). A modest external DC magnetic field is applied in the out-of-plane direction.
Here, we consider an amplitude of $\sim 3.6$ mT, which corresponds to a resonance frequency $v_0$ of $\sim 100$ MHz for the electron spin. This rather low magnetic field and resonance frequency ease the RF circuit design requirements. In addition, the qubit-to-qubit resonance frequency variation due to spin-orbit coupling (17, 18) is strongly reduced in low magnetic fields and further minimized by applying the magnetic field perpendicular to the interface (19). The ensemble ESR linewidth can then become narrow enough to achieve high-fidelity operation with a global ESR signal. Moreover, we expect improved qubit coherence due to a strongly reduced sensitivity to electrical noise in low fields, as coupling to charge noise via spin-orbit coupling is strongly reduced (19).

Local spin rotations could, in principle, also be implemented by integrating nanomagnets and operation based on electric dipole spin resonance (EDSR) (6). To obtain Rabi frequencies $f_{\text{Rabi}}$ beyond 1 MHz, the required transverse field gradient is $-0.1$ to 0.5 mT/nm for typical driving amplitudes and dot sizes (6). However, while EDSR has proven powerful in single-qubit devices, the integration of nanomagnets in a dense 2D array is much more demanding. In particular, achieving the large required transverse field gradients will also lead to longitudinal field gradients. These will likely affect qubit coherence, shuttling, and two-qubit logic gates. Furthermore, a large gradient appears incompatible with the low-field operation proposed here. Therefore, qubit operation via ESR, requiring minimal field differences, is preferable for spin manipulation in this 2D array design.

To model the striplines and analyze the uniformity and amplitude of the RF fields they generate, we use the Microwave Studio software package from Computer Simulation Technology (CST-MWS) (20). To reach high uniformity across the 2D qubit array, we designed a superconducting stripline pair. We use our CST-MWS model to optimize the relevant dimensions of the stripline design. Furthermore, to achieve homogeneous fields, the current distribution through the striplines has to be taken into account. For thin-film superconducting striplines, this is, to a large extent, determined by the effective penetration depth $\lambda_{\text{eff}}$. We find that already for $\lambda_{\text{eff}} > 0.5$ m, the corresponding RF field inhomogeneity across the 2D array can be less than $\delta\nu_1 = 2\%$, as shown in Fig. 2B (see section S2). The targeted $\delta\nu_{\text{CL}} = 10-$MHz frequency difference between columns requires current densities $j_{\text{CL}} \sim 4 \times 10^{10}$ A/m$^2$ in the gate lines. The integration of superconducting lines as considered here suppresses heat dissipation and minimizes, in addition, potential differences along the lines. The expected field profile along a row of qubits is plotted in Fig. 2D.

Spin-orbit coupling in silicon is strongly enhanced close to an interface and in the presence of large vertical electrical fields, which leads to significant qubit-to-qubit variations in resonance frequency (17, 18, 21). These variations depend on the microscopic interface, and even a single atomic step edge can have a strong impact; it will thus be a significant challenge to overcome these variations by fabrication methods only. In typical silicon metal-oxide-semiconductor quantum dots, the variations in the $g$-factor are up to $Ag/g = 10^{-2}$ (17, 21). In SiGe devices, the variations are predicted to be an order of magnitude smaller, $Ag/g = 1 \times 10^{-3}$ (18). Possible optimization strategies to reduce variations could focus on the perpendicular electric field or on the material stack. However, by operating in the low magnetic field regime and by applying the field perpendicular to the interface...
as proposed here, the qubit-to-qubit variation is expected to vanish, and we take a conservative estimate $\delta v_{\text{SOC}} = 50$ kHz.

Imperfect device fabrication can result in local variations of the magnetic field. This impact is minimized because the magnetic field is self-aligned with the quantum dot barriers defined by the CLs. Furthermore, the magnetic field pattern is designed to have local minima or maxima at the qubit positions, such that the qubit energy splittings are, to first order, insensitive to variations in location. The dominant contributions to variations in $v_0$ will thus come from variations in the geometry of the gates. For a 1-nm root mean square variation in gate geometry, which can be achieved with current semiconductor manufacturing technology (16), we estimate the corresponding resonance frequency linewidth to be $\delta v_{\text{fab}} = 100$ kHz (see section S2 for more details). On the basis of these considerations, we find a total variation $\delta v_0 = \delta v_{\text{fab}} + \delta v_{\text{SOC}} = 150$ kHz.

For the implementation of global high-fidelity single-qubit operations, it is central that the RF pulses are forgiving with respect to the inhomogeneity in field, as discussed above. At the same time, the pulses need to be highly frequency-selective to ensure that no unintended qubit rotations or phase shifts are induced in the off-resonant columns. Considering these challenges, we applied gradient ascent pulse engineering (GRAPE) for ESR spin control (22), as shown Fig. 2E. With this technique, we can achieve single-qubit fidelities above 99.9% and crosstalk below 0.1% and perform a $\pi/2$ rotation within 250 ns. The tolerance levels for this fidelity are up to 300 kHz in $v_0$ and more than 3% in $v_1$, indicated by the black dashed lines in Fig. 2F. For comparison, we also include (green error bars) the expected qubit-to-qubit variation based on the discussion above, which falls well within the 99.9% fidelity domain. We note that the error bars denote peak-to-peak variations, such that many qubits will have significantly higher fidelity. This implies that further optimization could be done if a certain number of faulty qubits can be tolerated.

**Shuttling qubits for addressability and (long-range) entanglement**

We now turn to the shuttling of electrons (23, 24) as a means to create addressability for single- and two-qubit logic gates, as well as an efficient method for (remote) qubit swap. The general principle behind the crossbar operation is the combined control of $\epsilon$ and $t_0$. Since detuning and tunneling are controlled by different layers of gates, each qubit can be selectively addressed at the corresponding crossing point.

Figure 3 visualizes qubit shuttling along a row or column. Shuttling involves a change in the qubit resonance frequency. Therefore, the electron wave function has to be shifted diabatically with respect to the spin Hamiltonian, so that we can shuttle the qubit between different sites while preserving its spin state. By using a nonlinear pulsing scheme, we can operate the qubit shuttling up to at least 1 GHz with a fidelity higher than 99.9% when accounting for small $t_0$ and a large pulsing amplitude for uniformity requirements (see section S5).

The difference in the Larmor frequency between adjacent columns can be exploited to construct fast $Z$-gates operating at 10 MHz (see Fig. 3C). This can be used to correct phase errors or to implement a $Z$-gate in a quantum algorithm simply by temporarily moving a qubit to an adjacent column for a properly calibrated duration.

**Two-qubit logic gates and Pauli spin blockade–based readout**

Two types of two-qubit gates can be implemented with quantum dots, namely, the $\sqrt{\text{SWAP}}$ and the controlled-phase (CPHASE) gate $(8–10, 25, 26)$. A direct implementation of the CPHASE gate, however, requires the Zeeman energy difference to be much larger than the exchange coupling, $\delta E_Z \gg J$, to reach high fidelity. The small field gradient $\delta E_Z = 10$ MHz considered here will not fully suppress SWAP-type rotations reducing the fidelity. A possible solution could be to engineer composite pulses, but here, we focus on $\sqrt{\text{SWAP}}$ as the central two-qubit gate (see Fig. 4A). Together with single-qubit rotations, this provides a universal quantum gate set. For example, a CNOT is obtained by interleaving a $Z$-gate in between two $\sqrt{\text{SWAP}}$ operations, where the $Z$-gate can be conveniently realized by using the shuttling scheme. To execute the $\sqrt{\text{SWAP}}$, we shuttle two qubits into the same column such that the g-factor difference is minimized, and we tune the qubit exchange by controlling the tunneling barrier gate while keeping the two qubits at the charge symmetry point with the qubit gates (25, 26).

In the low magnetic field regime discussed here, reservoir-based spin initialization and readout are not possible because of thermal broadening. Therefore, we use the Pauli spin blockade between two electrons on neighboring sites for spin initialization and readout. This method has the additional advantage of not requiring a reservoir next

---

**Fig. 3. Qubit shuttling in the crossbar array.** (A) By controlling the tunnel coupling and potentials of the dots, qubits can be shuttled around. (B) Shuttling along a column. The sequence consists of setting the tunnel coupling by RL, followed by pulsing the detuning energy. This process leaves the qubit resonance frequency unaffected except for unintended qubit-to-qubit variations. a.u., arbitrary units. (C) Shuttling along a row. This process results in an additional 10-MHz shift in the qubit resonance frequency due to the magnetic field difference between adjacent columns. The shuttling is tuned by controlling the pulsing time on QL1 and QL2. The resulting time delay $\Delta t$ leads to a controllable phase $\Delta \phi$ applied to the qubit, and this is the basis for our phase updates and $Z$-gates.
to the qubit. The protocol relies on the difference in Zeeman energy between the two quantum dots to enable spin parity projection. This difference in energy is created by the same column-by-column alternating magnetic field used to create qubit addressability, and readout is performed between neighboring quantum dots in different columns.

The Pauli spin blockade spin-to-charge conversion scheme is plotted in Fig. 4B. Instead of shuttling along a row, which brings two qubits to adjacent sites in the same column (same resonance frequency), the qubit is now moved along a column. This brings it next to a qubit in a different column, providing the difference in Zeeman energy that is necessary for readout. In the sequence shown in Fig. 4B, the qubit with the smaller Zeeman energy (red background) will be read out. The qubit with the larger Zeeman energy (blue background) serves as an ancillary qubit and must be in the spin-down state, so that other triplet states [see black lines in Fig. 4B (bottom)] can be neglected. If required, single-qubit pulses could be applied to manipulate the ancillary qubit to the spin-down state. By tuning to the configuration where the singlet state becomes the ground state on the ancillary dot, the Pauli spin blockade will prevent (allow) the spin-down (up) electron to shuttle to the ancillary qubit. The above process completes the spin-to-charge conversion, and the spin state can be inferred from the charge occupation. A conversion fidelity higher than 99.9% can be achieved with a 3-MHz gate pulsing speed (see section S5). We note that, in another protocol, the ancillary qubit can be in the spin-up state, provided that it resides in the column with the smaller Zeeman energy (see section S6). This possibility could prove to be powerful in quantum error correction cycles, as it avoids the need to actively correct errors. In addition, the reverse of the Pauli spin blockade spin-to-charge conversion pulsing process is used for qubit initialization. In the scheme shown in Fig. 4B, if the Pauli spin blockade prevented the qubit to move to the ancillary qubit in the readout step, then it is and remains in the spin-down state. If the qubit moved to the ancillary qubit, it was in the spin-up state before readout. After detuning back, it will return to the spin-up state. In both cases, the ancillary qubit will end up in the spin-down state.

Directly after the Pauli spin blockade spin-to-charge conversion, we switch off the interdot tunnel coupling with CL so that the charge state is disconnected from the spin configuration. In this mode, the state is not sensitive to spin relaxation, thereby increasing the readout fidelity. This can be exploited for delayed readout schemes, such as charge sensor–based readout, by shuttling to the periphery of the 2D array. However, here, we consider gate-based dispersive readout (13, 27) for an on-site readout of the charge state, as shown in Fig. 4B. By applying an RF carrier signal to the qubit gates and coupling the dot to an adjacent empty dot, the charge state can be extracted from the dispersive signal. When there is charge occupation, the interdot oscillation driven by the RF carrier gives an additional quantum capacitance, leading to a different reflected signal compared to the state without
charge occupation. By measuring the reflected signal, we thus determine the qubit state.

**Parallel operation**

For an efficient quantum computing scheme, simultaneous operation is essential. Here, we discuss how the local operations introduced above can be advanced toward line-by-line or even near-global operation. Contrary to local operations, parallel operations result in active gates crossing at quantum dots that are not targeted (see Fig. 5). This may lead to undesired operations. However, these can be prevented by selectively occupying the quantum dots and specific control of $\varepsilon$ or $t_0$, such that away from the targeted locations signals are only applied to empty quantum dots or to quantum dots with empty neighbors. We also note that the crossbar control scheme could affect non-targeted qubits under the active gates, for example, via Stark shifts. Understanding and managing the consequences of these errors are thus highly important. In our architecture, we minimize these errors by operating at low magnetic field, designing qubit columns with well-separated resonance frequencies, and using adiabatic pulsing schemes, such that the crosstalk errors are significantly smaller than the errors on the targeted qubits. Furthermore, we note that these errors can be largely corrected in subsequent operations with a manageable overhead, for example, by implementing an additional phase-controlled shuttling step.

Figure 5A shows an example of a line-by-line operation of controlled-phase shuttling. To properly control the timing, it is crucial to individually pulse the QL. Still, parallel shuttling operations can be implemented along one column or row, enabled by lifting the barriers controlled by one CL or RL, respectively. These CLs can be time-controlled individually to correct the qubit-to-qubit variations, such that the shuttled qubits have the correct phase after the shuttling. The line-by-line shuttle can be performed within 1 ns with a fidelity beyond 99.9% (see section S5).

An approach to performing simultaneous two-qubit logic operations on the qubit module could be to shuttle line by line all target qubits to the associated control qubits and then perform $\sqrt{\text{SWAP}}$ operations line by line. However, this will lead to qubit configurations where targeted qubits share gate lines disabling individual gate control, which is essential for high-fidelity operation. To overcome this, we propose sequences whereby a single column (or row) of qubits is shuttled first, followed by the desired operation and shuttle back, and then the sequence is continued by operating the next line of qubits of the module until all qubits are addressed. This protocol is demonstrated in Fig. 5B, which shows the configuration after shuttling a single

![Fig. 5. Parallel operation.](https://example.com/fig5)

(A to C) Simultaneous operation of controlled-phase shuttling (A), two-qubit $\sqrt{\text{SWAP}}$ operations (B), and spin-to-charge conversion (C) can be achieved in a line-by-line manner. In each figure, inset (1) denotes the energy-detuning diagram of the targeted qubit(s). Insets (2) and (3) show the consequence on the remaining qubits, where detuning, tunnel coupling, or the local magnetic field minimizes errors. (D and E) Shuttling without phase control (D) and charge readout (E) can be performed in a near-global manner. (A) Shuttling of qubits. Parallelism is obtained along one direction, and tunability is obtained along another direction, and the respective gates control the timing and detuning to overcome qubit-to-qubit variations. Here, the target qubits shuttle from column to column, whereas the other qubits are blocked by $\varepsilon$ or $t_0$. (B) Two-qubit logic gates. $\sqrt{\text{SWAP}}$ operations only occur between tunnel-coupled neighboring qubits. The remaining qubits do not interact but could shuttle in a column. The resulting (small) phase shift can be corrected by the consecutive shuttle event in the line-by-line operation. In (C), Pauli spin blockade spin-to-charge conversion occurs between tunnel-coupled qubits. Qubits coupled to an empty dot do not shuttle, prevented by the energy alignment, since we require $\Delta \mu < E_C$. (D) Shuttling without phase control enables to construct a variety of shuttle patterns that can be operated almost globally; the schematic here shows the simultaneous shuttling of half of the qubits one site to the right. (E) The dispersive charge readout, performed after the spin-to-charge conversion shown in (C), can be performed simultaneously by including frequency multiplexing. The RF carrier on QL ($f_{\text{ad}}$) is then modulated by the application of additional multiplexing RF pulses ($f_{\text{am}}$) to RL.
column of qubits. To overcome variations in tunnel couplings and chemical potentials, we tune the amplitude and duration of the pulses applied to the respective RLs and CLs individually for each two-qubit gate to achieve the desired operation. For example, operations can be performed at the detuning-noise insensitive charge symmetry point (25, 26). Consequently, the line-by-line control does not limit the operation speed, and we envision operation frequencies in the range of 10 to 100 MHz for two-qubit logic gates.

Simultaneous readout consists of a spin-to-charge conversion step and charge readout step. First, a row of qubits is shuttled, resulting in the configuration shown in Fig. 5C. After that, the parameters 𝜀 and 𝑡₀ can be individually controlled to convert spin to charge. In this specific sequence here, qubits are alternately shuttled up or down along the row, which leads to a configuration that is typically compatible with error correction sequences (2, 28). However, there may be instances where a different configuration is required, and this could reduce the spin-to-charge conversion to half the speed compared to line-by-line.

Global charge readout requires us to distinguish between qubits connected to the same QL. This is achieved via frequency multiplexing, as shown in Fig. 5D. Here, an additional voltage modulation is applied to the RL. The separation of spin-to-charge conversion and charge readout in different steps has a particular advantage. While the initial spin-to-charge conversion must be performed line-by-line, it can be done relatively fast. The readout of charge is likely slower, and to overcome the nonuniformity in Δµ, a large detuning has to be applied. Instead of a single-step readout, we sequentially read out for different detuning and group the qubits according to their detuning (see section S5). This sequential readout, as compared to the line-by-line approach, has the advantage that is independent on the number of qubits and will be efficient for large qubit modules. The total readout time will strongly depend on the performance of dispersive readout at the single-qubit level, now under intensive research. However, the protocol here shows that the slowdown with increasing numbers of qubits can be controlled.

Near-global operation is possible when phase control is not required. This may have multiple applications, for example, in achieving long-range coupling. In these protocols, multiple shuttles can be performed with a single phase match at the start or at an arbitrary point. An example of global shuttling is shown in Fig. 5E, where half of the qubits are simultaneously moved. Shuttling requires adiabatic movement with respect to the tunnel coupling, and the demand is most stringent close to the anticrossing point. Because of the qubit-to-qubit variations, it may not be possible to go beyond a linear detuning pulse, as each pair can have the anticrossing at a different location. This consequently limits the shuttle speed. Nonetheless, for a Δµ = 2 meV, shuttling can be at a 1-GHz rate when 𝑡₀ > 25 GHz (see section S5). This simultaneous shuttling can be highly important for advanced error correction codes that require long-distance coupling, such as the 3D gauge color code (29).

A network of qubit modules
For truly large-scale quantum computation, we envision a network consisting of a large number of interconnected qubit modules. While the layout of such an architecture crucially depends on the specific qubit module implementation and therefore goes beyond the current proposal, a possible repeatable tile is depicted in Fig. 6 (see also section S7). In addition to the central array hosting the qubit module, the quantum dot grid is extended in a simpler structure consisting of barrier gates only, thereby strongly reducing the number of required control lines. These shuttling dots cannot be fully controlled but allow for the transportation of qubits (23, 24). With this approach, qubit modules can then be connected together, where the available space can be used for local electronics or vertical vias to interconnect the qubit array to outside electronics. Individual qubit modules could be operated using specific codes or be programmed to host, for example, a single logical qubit.

DISCUSSION
One of the greatest challenges in the area of scalability is avoiding an interconnect bottleneck. Here, we have proposed a scalable solution for spin qubits based on crossbar technology. While this technology limits control, we have developed general operation schemes based on partial sequential control. The increased operation time due to sequential control is warranted by the very long coherence times of quantum dot spin qubits, with experimental demonstrations already up to 28 ms (7). We have shown operation schemes for phase-controlled shuttling, two-qubit logic gates, and spin-to-charge conversion. These operations can have a targeted execution time well below 1 µs. The resulting loss of coherence due to the waiting time when operating in a line-by-line manner could be well below 10⁻³ in a 1000-qubit module using suitable echo sequences. The shuttling proposed here can be performed simultaneously within 1 ns, enabling even more than 10⁷ operations, and could provide an excellent method to create long-range entanglement or remote qubit SWAP. Readout could become fast by global operation, and measurement-free quantum error correction schemes could reduce the need for frequent readout (30, 31).

While the proposed structure is compatible with existing technology, several aspects of the design require an experimental demonstration. Studies of the uniformity level on extended quantum dot arrays will validate the shared gate control scheme. Spin qubit operation in moderate magnetic fields have been demonstrated (32), but more work is needed to investigate the limits of single-qubit operation fidelity. After encouraging results of shuttling electron spin states in GaAs quantum dots (24), these experiments should be repeated in Si and, in particular, in ²⁸Si to investigate the fidelity that can be
reached for the coherent shuttling, as proposed here. Studies of the fidelity of dispersive charge detection will enable to compare simultaneous readout with alternative shuttling and serial detection by one or several fast charge sensors. A feasibility study of quantum error correction (28) on this architecture on the single logical qubit scale suggests extremely low error rates, while the global shuttling scheme promises avenues to incorporate multiple logical qubits in a single module. Further scaling going beyond these modules will introduce new challenges, and interfacing protocols should account for the extra elements and the accompanying errors. In particular, long-range coupling of qubits will be crucial for ultimate scaling (11), and the errors due to the limited control inside these couplers should be included in future error analysis. If advances in qubit control continue to improve and lead to all fidelities higher than 99.9%, then the architecture discussed here provides an excellent way forward to large-scale quantum computation.

The proposed architecture supports universal quantum computation in a fault-tolerant manner (28), where the ability to shuttle qubits over large distances in principle provides means to realize quantum error correction schemes and quantum circuit implementations otherwise reserved for nonplanar architectures. Within one qubit module, the highly flexible nature of the presented architecture makes it amenable to the use of a variety of topological error correction codes (28). For planar codes, this includes the surface code (2), which has a fault tolerance threshold as high as 1% (33) and moreover can be implemented using entangling gates between qubits that are adjacent on a 2D surface. A distance-three surface code would fit in a 7 × 7 quantum dot module, and a successful implementation would present a milestone on the path toward fault-tolerant quantum computation.

The proposed architecture is also amenable to other 2D local topological error codes such as the 2D color code (29), which has a lower threshold (34) but supports a more expansive set of logical operations. Finally, we also envision that the use of qubit shuttling will enable the implementation of error correction schemes requiring long-range entanglement such as the 3D gauge color code (29). This approach has several highly desirable properties including low stabilizer generator weight, the possibility of a high error threshold (29), and the ability to perform (through a procedure called gauge fixing) a universal gate set in a fault-tolerant manner. This last property would preclude the need for procedures such as magic-state distillation, which are currently foreseen to take up the vast majority of computing resources in other fault-tolerant quantum computation schemes.

We remark that entangling operations of surface code logical qubits encoded in two different qubit modules can be performed by shuttling only the qubits at the edges to the other qubit modules (see Fig. 6) (35) and subsequently returning the qubits to the original module. This avoids the necessity to shuttle all qubits in one module to the next to perform two-qubit gates between logical qubits. We could foresee lower performance regimes or faulty qubits on the chip, for example, due to the qubit-to-qubit variation induced by the ESR stripline pair. One way to address faulty sites within one qubit module would be to change the actual quantum error–correcting code to encode one (or more) logical qubits with fewer physical qubits using the remaining qubits in the vicinity (35). Yet, it is clear that this introduces inhomogeneity in the classical control requirements of the individual modules and greatly complicates two-qubit gates between two logical qubits, as they are now encoded using different codes.

Depending on the fidelity of the long-distance shuttling operations in the fabricated devices, however, another path could be to turn off qubit modules completely if the noise exceeds a certain threshold. As a consequence, we may need to shuttle qubits over longer distances to perform two-qubit operations on logical qubits but would have the ability to select the desired good qubit modules. This is particularly promising in this architecture, given the ability to shuttle fast and with high fidelity.

A particular challenge is to map quantum circuits to our architecture. For this, a variety of classical methods exist. To gain maximum advantage of the ability to shuttle qubits, the long-distance shuttling operations are ideally fast compared to general gate speeds. In this case, the architecture becomes virtually nonplanar, which can yield significant savings in overhead (36).

While many traditional quantum algorithms such as Shor’s factoring algorithm require a large number of qubits, few-qubit applications are slowly beginning to emerge. In recent years, interest in electronic structure quantum simulation has culminated in small-scale experimental implementations (37, 38). Larger simulation algorithms will have to deal with entangling large amounts of qubits along certain paths across the device, as introduced by the standard mapping of second quantization. The switching to different mappings, on the other hand (39), reduces the amount of gates but does not solve the connectivity problems, which the proposed architecture is a promising candidate to tackle. Shuttling and the native √SWAP gates might also be used to move certain auxiliary qubits around, which allows for significant decreases in the depth of the resulting quantum circuit (40).

Upscaling toward the numbers of qubits required for these algorithms, including few qubit applications, represents a formidable challenge. However, we envision that the proposed architecture based on shared control and flexible qubit shuttling can provide a unique shortcut toward large-scale quantum computation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The inhomogeneity of the ESR stripline (Fig. 2B) was simulated by a 3D model created with the CST-MWS (20). More details and discussions on the stripline parameters can be found in section S3.

The column-by-column alternating spin resonance frequency (Fig. 2D) was estimated by calculating the magnetic field generated from DCs through CLs with alternating directions. The field was calculated with the Biot-Savart law and then converted to resonance frequency using a g-factor of 2. More details and discussions on the effect of fabrication errors can be found in section S2.

The column-selective qubit pulse (Fig. 2E) was generated using gradient ascent pulse engineering (GRAPE) (22). For tolerance to qubit nonuniformity, we optimize the average fidelity on four qubits: two qubits with $v_0 = 105 \pm 0.1$ MHz for a π/2 rotation and two qubits with $v_0 = 95 \pm 0.1$ MHz for a null operation. More details and discussions on the comparison to square ESR pulse can be found in section S4.

The qubit shuttling operation and Pauli spin blockade spin-to-charge conversion were simulated numerically with the time evolution of the quantum states. Figure S5 shows that over a large detuning and tunnel coupling range, qubits can be pulsed to the desired states with higher than 99.9% fidelity. More details can be found in section S5.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/4/7/eaar3960/DC1
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